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How to use
These adventure locations are system agnostic and

can fit into any setting and system you play.

Each comes with a short history, descriptions,

prompts, potential inhabitants, and parts that you

can implement as a whole, or easily disassemble

and modify for your convenience.

 

They are building blocks for your campaigns.

May you have wonderful adventures!

 

Credits
    Writing and design by Nikko @ElvenFirefly.

Art and Cover by Nikko @ElvenFirefly -

Photoshop and Shutterstock

 

Let's connect:

Twitter

Instagram

Website

Newsletter

 

Playtesters
Huge thanks to my players and dear friends who

push the limits of our every adventure, and with

whom I keep discovering worlds. They make me a

better human and a better creator.

Miloš Mareš, Miloš Nikolić, Velina Nikolić, Hristo

Dimitrov, Nenad Kasko Pavićević, Stefan Stefanović,
Marija Simeunović, Ivana Alimpić, Lidija Kilibarda,

and Miloš Kragujević.
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Summary

A
 

tower of historical and religious

significance. Made by Smallfolk during

their wars against Giants, it served as

a retreat. Overtaken by the same

Giants, it was the place of their last

stand, where they fell against Skadyan,

the dragon deity. The Tusk of

Mathadon, a gargantuan predecessor of modern

mammoths, crowns the tower's apex.

Today, Whitehorn is a bedding of moss, memories,

and sorrow.

 

 

Location Prompts: isolated tower, deep-frozen

tundra, historical battlefield

Potential Inhabitants: giants, goblins, orcs,

beasts, automata, dragons

 

 

 

Perched atop a jagged stone and connected

with a single bridge, looms a watchtower of

Giants. One half gave under the weather, the

inside open to harsh winds. Its top is a

humongous horn that emerges from an arcane,

swirling storm—a remnant of the beast long

extinct.

Whitehorn
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Short History
Building of Whitehorns
  In ages past, during Giant Wars, Smallfolk built the

towers from grey stone. They armed them with

humongous ballistae and iron bolts. For centuries

these towers had been sprouting all over the north,

aiding ‘small’ people in war for their homeland.

Some will ask did it help. Others will point out the

more important question: was the land truly theirs?

It wasn’t and it didn’t.

Out of 73 towers, only a handful remained—
weather, Giants, and dragons crushed the rest.

Allegedly they were made from granite, enforced

with runes and true ice. However, no stone nor iron

could stop the might of indigenous Giants, who

pummeled their way into freedom, fighting against

Smallfolk invaders. Eventually, they had broken into

towers, forcing Smallfolk to retreat into the

mountains.

For a long time, they had reigned over the land

from the watchers that once were used against

them. They had remodeled and widened them. They

took tusks of Mathadons, their trusted mounts and

humongous predecessors of mammoths, and put

them on the towers' top. It was their way of

reclaiming. It was their plea to the old Gods of

Nature and Storm to bless them.

And for some time, they did.

Tides Turn
 Tides turned when Smalfolk gained twofold

reinforcement. First were the machines, automata,

built from steel and iron, powered by the mighty

crystal. The second was the dragon deity of

Skadyan, who came to aid Smallfolk and save them

from the catastrophe. The morality of the dragon's

actions is still debated to the day, but whatever

decided, the past remains unchanged.

Machines and Skadyan brought demise to the

Giants. Their fall spanned over several centuries,

slowly chipping away. The final battle occurred at

this very watchtower. Here, Urion the Great, the

last king of all Giant kings, fell with his most trusted

from the tower’s apex. People speak of a battle so

great, that it had ripped a hole in the fabric of reality,

generating a swirling arcane storm.

The event changed the trajectory of the country,

scattering a handful of remaining Giantkin into

hiding. So impactful was the clash, that it had inked

the name into tomes. Many Whitehorns were and

many crumbled. A few remained, but only one still

holds the name and hearts of people.

Legends
 As with all things worthy of mention, this story

comes with several siblings. One of which speaks of

an ancient artifact still entombed in the tower—
Urion’s mighty weapon. Although many searched for

it, it was never recovered. Mainly it is attributed to

the saying: “Only a warrior worthy of Urion can find

and wield the weapon again”.

Another one speaks of a prototype automaton

buried beneath the ruins. It was this automaton,

people claim, that blew away the gate and

massacred Urion's warriors. Only then Skadyan had

the chance to finish them off.

The third and last sibling is the quirkiest of them

all. A dragon egg resides deep in the tower, one that

grows Skadyan's heir. And it will hatch if Smalfolk

are ever threatened again.

Urion the Great
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Parts
Entrances
Prompts: reinforced, traps, suspicious

Scouting the 150 feet tall tower you notice 3
entrances: heavy, double stone doors at the base; a
bridge connecting the tower’s middle and cliffside;
and an old, rusty pulley. Neither looks safe.

 

Entrances are difficult to overcome and contain

an encounter or skill checks.

Stone doors are barricaded with                   

debris from the inside. In addition,                    

written on them is a Giant rune ‘Frost’                   

that will blast and freeze careless adventurers if not

disarmed. If broken in, the party encounters a long-

forgotten inhabitant of the Storage—earth

elemental, undead giant, broken automaton, a

wyvern, or a beast that burrowed into this shelter.

The pulley’s platform lays buried in                 

snow at the base—the quickest yet                   

riskiest path to the Command Room.                          

A hefty counterweight at the tower’s middle begs to

be poked. If so, the platform slings upwards with a

rush of wind. This disturbs goblins from the

Command Room who shoot them with arrows.

The bridge is damaged but stable,                         

60 feet in length. It opens into a small courtyard that

leads into a tower. A leather curtain covers what

once were doors. When the party is halfway through,

goblins attack and shoot them with Big Ol’ Ziggy

(read the Bridge)

 

Design Notes:

What I love about this location is the possibility of

running it multiple ways. Climb to the top or drop

players in the middle of the tower via bridge, and

have them deal with the disturbance they caused.

Heck, why not let them use floating rocks and reach

the Whitehorn with no effort, only to collapse the

whole tower on them?
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The Storage
Prompts: crowded, debris and rubble

A mountain of rocks and equipment blocks the
majority of the room. The heap reaches the ceiling
where a gaping hole opens to the next level. Buried
underneath are spiral stairs and their doors.

 

A perfect lair for a beast, a dragon, a monstrosity,

or an elemental. After all, winters are harsh and

shelter is scarce. How bad do adventures want to

reach the top? If you run an encounter here, what

are some difficulties that arise during the battle?

Does rubble become loose and swallows a hero just

as they wanted to heal? Or maybe a second ‘Frost’

rune fires, one on the inside of the doors that party

overlooked? 

Spiral Stairs
Prompts: claustrophobic, dizzying, endless

Enclosed in a tunnel are spiral staircases that reach
the top. Like an artery of the body, they run
through the middle of the tower, once a vital part
of tower’s functionality. Now, their entrance lies
beneath the rubble.

 

A door on each floor enables quick access to the

whole tower. Made of stone, these stairs are trapped.

Use this table to brew your chase scene or inspire

your own.

Traps

I am a big fan of Indiana Jones traps. Especially

when the party sees it coming after my sly click.

Halfway through, they hear the roaring of a boulder

descending from above. Or sharp clangs of spikes

starting to poke out from behind.

Or both?

Will they run to the nearest exit or try to bash the

wall into freedom? Toss some rocks in front and

hope the boulder jumps over them?

You can connect the traps depending on the

inhabitants of the tower. Your Storage/Command

Room may host different creatures who made sure

they have the tower for themselves.

The Common Room
Prompts: lived in, dusty and webby, once cozy

Through a gaping hole, winds blow in the cold and
the snow. Inside this 40 feet oval room, tossed
aside and covered with webs and dust, lie remnants
of the mighty Giants. Big tankards and plates, hefty
chairs and benches, bones of their last meals, and
cards from their last games. A series of stone
platforms and stairs are embedded in a tall wall—a
place of rest for Urion’s warriors.

This room is filled with miscellaneous items Giants

used in daily life. Adventures can find tools, broken

weapons, furs, and leather. They can make it a short

recuperation point. They can also find a piece of

history or a plot hook. Perhaps they uncover

information for the quest. Or the last prayer to the

mighty God of Winter and Thunder, Giants' futile

attempt to please the fate.

Perhaps it is a writing on the wall, carved in a

strange language in haste:

 

        The dragon is coming 

 

The Command/Goblin Lair
Prompts: stinky, dirty, ramshackle tents, stairs, and

platforms

A series of wooden stairs and platforms sprawl to
the very top. Tents and huts made of leather and
bones adorn the platforms, with goblins peeking
from every corner. The largest and tallest one hosts
a throne where the Goblin King resides. Near the
entrance, outlooking the bridge rests the biggest
cannon you’ve ever seen.

d4      Origin

1      Goblins

2      Giants

3      past adventurers

4      former/current
resident of the Storage

d4   Trap Type

1   boulder

2   crushing walls

3   slippery slide

4   spikes
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  Once an opulent command room for the king of all

kings, now it's transformed into the liking of a new

one. Blackarrow goblin clan found this ancient

location and made it their home. From here, they

pillaged the surrounding settlements.

The beasty in Storage can be their mount, their

pet, or unrelated. If so, think of the way how two

sides coexist. Maybe goblins toss some meat now

and then, as payment for beasty’s indifference?

Here, players can find clan’s hoard made of

whatever they pillaged lately. There is also food and

water storage. All bones used in lair’s construction

come from defeated giants. In fact, the Goblin King's

throne is an upside-down Giant skull.

 

The Goblin King Gobbo is a proud coward.

Encounters here can go either way. Party can hack

and slash their way to the top, or negotiate with him.

If they make a ruckus, does it awake the monster

from the Storage? Does the monster arrive a few

rounds into the combat? If they choose a more civil

encounter, what piece of needed information does

the king know? Location of the artifact or a dragon

egg? Words to invoke the spirit of Whitehorn and

gain blessings? And what does he want in return? Is

he honest in this trade?

If the party enters this room via the bridge, they

have to fight a wave of goblins before they can speak

to the king (read the Bridge below)

The Bridge
Prompts: ominous, windy, dangerous, weathered

60 feet long bridge made of a sturdy stone,
connects the cliffside and tower’s middle. Empty
braziers adorn the parapet and the wind powders
the snow in all directions. The entrance to the
tower is covered in a thick, heavy-leathered curtain.

 

It’s too easy. The adventurers feel something is off

but don’t know what. They start treading anxiously,

observing. Quieter than a squirrel's fart, the curtains

spread and reveal a cannon aiming at them. Stuck

inside and clenching a big club is an Ogre            

with pilot goggles, ready to fly.

“Fireeeeeee!”, the goblins scream and shoot the

poor ogre.

“Cannonbaaaaaall!”, the ogre yells and slams

down at the heroes, as goblins swarm the bridge in

waves.

Big Ol’ Ziggy
  How did goblins procure this cannon? I like to

believe they found it in the tower, deserted and dusty,

thinking it’s broken. That is of course until Clig the

clan's engineer didn’t blast himself in the air (there's

a modest memorial in his name).                               

Or perhaps, they found it in one of the raided

villages and they yanked this heavy boy all the way to

Whitehorn, losing several workers in the process.

Whatever it was, this remains one of the best, most

comical, and epic encounters I ran. Just the heroes,

infinite goblins, and the ogre named Gosh.

And a 100 feet fall.

 

One party battled through it. They broke the

parapets and used a cart to scoop the goblins and

toss them into the abyss, dodging the arrows. It was

going well until a goblin flew in on a frost wyvern

(the awakened pet from the Storage) and shoved our

rogue from the tower.

Another party had slain goblins in a blast of

spectacular abilities but spared Gosh. They

persuaded him that he was the rightful goblin king.

And he agreed. After all, he’s been a loyal cannoneer

for 20 years. Surely he deserved a promotion.

Now, they have 200 goblins under their command

(what remained of the Blackarrow clan plus their

cousins) and are preparing a siege of the nearby city.

All with their right hand Gosh and the very cannon

that once shot at them.

What does your party do? Who falls from the

bridge only to grab the rope of the pulley at the very

last second? I truly wish to hear all about it!

Big Ol' Ziggy
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The Armory
Prompts: weapons, hanged armor, a small pulley

A myriad of javelins, axes, mauls, and swords adorn
armory walls. Two spare ballistae dwell on the side
and a gigantic armor hangs from an iron display. A
small pulley with a platform reaches the Lookout
above.

  Most of the weapons here are too big for regular

humanoids. Although they have value, it’s hard to

transport them. Here we can place a quest. Maybe

this is where the egg of Skadyan’s successor lies.

Maybe Urion’s maul dwells here, enchanted to an

ordinary look, only willing to reveal itself to a worthy

warrior.

And just when the party is about to retrieve it,

CLANK CLANK. Huge Giant’s armor comes to life

and attacks! The heroes slash, cast, dodge, and are

slowly gaining advantage, or so they thought. Beaten

and bent, the Awakened Armor stands up, raises

arms, and calls for aid.

And every weapon in the room comes to life,

attacking.

The Lookout
Prompts: gorgeous view, rotating ballista, signaling

horn

Four huge embrasures give a 360° view of the
landscape. A single ballista stands atop a rotating
dais, ready to shoot. Going through the wall and
opening on the outside is a huge war horn.

  One shot from the ballista and a mammoth falls. 3

shots, a dragon. Yet this weapon wasn’t enough to

stop Skadyan. Frost Breath markings spread all

over the Lookout, attesting to the dragon’s might.

A couple of interesting scenarios:
d6                                Scenario

1 An undead giant and ballista are encased in an iceblock

2 Urion the Great is entombed in ice, holding his
Stormmaul

3 The tooth of Skadyan is piercing a wall

4 Gaints’ runesmiths made the ballista and it shoots
lightning

5 Blowing a war horn evokes the spirit of fallen giants

6 Trapped in the iceblock with the giant and ballista is a
dragon-slaying javelin.

If you wish, you can run a combat encounter for

each scenario. Angry ghosts of fallen warriors

demand to know who disturbs their home. A dragon

spirit attacks heroes as they pull the tooth out. A

malfunctioning ballista starts shooting randomly the

moment heroes melt the ice. Followed by the

undead giant of course. In their mind, they are still

fighting the war.

The Arcane Storm
Prompts: strange arcana, floating objects, deadly

lightning, deafening thunder

A strange storm swirls ominously. It roars as bright
bolts of lightning lash out. Your body feels lighter.
You look around and see numerous floating rocks
and tower parts, moving like a whirlpool,
mimicking the storm.

  It is believed that Skadyan’s final blast is the culprit

behind this arcane occurrence. With immense

power, it had ripped the time-space continuum.

The only way to reach the Tusk of Mathadon is to

maneuver atop the swirling debris, hopping onto

pieces, keeping balance, and avoiding lightning.

 

A couple of interesting scenarios:
d6                                Scenario

1 A flying beast attacks the party during this deadly
traverse

2 Random character sees a vision of the final battle
which renders them incapacitated

3 The storm has a surge and the wreckage hits the party,
shoving them off the rocks

4 A storm surge temporarily disables all magic

5 A storm surge pushes the party, making them weigh
twice as much

6 A portal opens in the storm and threatens to suck
heroes inside

There's only one thing I can say about this: I love

aerial combat. There's something in tossing players'

characters into their deaths, while you desperately

pull your hair, root for them, and watch marvelous

turns happen. I hope this is epic in your heads as it

is in mine.
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Whitehorn, the Tusk of
Mathadon
Prompts: holy, historical, peaceful, ivory, massive

Rising 15 feet before you is the Tusk of Mathadon.
Its surface is smooth, except for a couple of deep
notches—the battle scars of the past. The air
around is scented, the roar of the storm mute. A
melodic hum fills your ears as calmness washes
over you.

 

With heavy breaths, the party emerged upon the

scenery. They made it. Months of travels and

gruesome battles had almost left them hopeless.

They kept pushing under the guidance and

encouraging words of their paladin and ranger.

Finally, they arrived.

"So?", the mage asked, still pouting. The party had

denied his request to 'investigate' the storm's portal.

"Hush!", the archer snapped. "You are disrespectful

to the holy spirit."

The paladin lowered her shield and unbuckled the

cape. They fell in silence. She touched the smooth

ivory with her palm, embracing the serenity. For

several minutes, she kneeled and spoke softly to the

spirit. And just as she was to stand, visions filled her

mind.

It was of the ages past when Giants and

mathadons lived in unison with the land. It was of a

time of peace and joy. Also hardships, true, but

gratifying one. She saw tundras and snow, warm

suppers and fluffy furs. She saw songs and

worshiping of the Gods, myriads of children,

laughter, and tenderness.

Camaraderie. 

A deep voice of the spirit echoed in her mind. It was

booming, humbling, and unstoppable.

It asked:

“Will you serve the nature, warrior?”

 

 

Closing words
  Thank you for venturing this far! I hope this

location sparked numerous scenes and quests you

can discover with your friends. If you liked this one,

feel free to check the last location where we visited a

deserted temple guarded by a hamster on fire.

 

Any feedback is appreciated!

I want to optimize these locations to the tiniest

nuances, so you can have better and easier use of

them. Feel free to reach out to me and convey your

thoughts and awesome moments via socials and

mail.

Kindly consider subscribing and following so you

don't miss the next one.

 

But above all, have a wonderful time while making

life-long memories.

After all, Whitehorn would be just a cool, yet

shallow ruin without stories in it.

 

See you in the next one,

              Nikko

 

Let's connect:
Twitter

Instagram

Website

Newsletter
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Find more D&D articles and locations at

  

 

 

Follow us for the next release
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